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A Partnership Like
No Other
Program Design for Compliance



Delivering Value to a Large Money
Service Bank and Online Marketplace

A mobile application for Android and iOS available in the US and in Japan, this Client provides a marketplace for users to buy and sell from each other.
Founded in Japan by a dynamic Team of serial entrepreneurs that made their mark in the gaming industry, they now turn to lifestyle products that
deliver value to millions of people.

THE CLIENT
Growing Partnership through Identity Verification Solutions

Although a community-powered marketplace, the Client is also known as a Money Service Bank and is regulated as such, due to them holding the
funds between buyers and sellers. Hence, they aim to provide a safe, secure, and reliable experience for users. They want to create a customer
experience that allows its users to get answers to inquiries within 24 hours as well as to have a way to moderate their listings for the best
shopping and selling experience within the platform.

THE CHALLENGE
Growth and Innovation

They found TaskUs in 2015 as the perfect partner that can walk in stride with their growth and can deliver innovative solutions to their
challenges, especially when it comes to their biggest driver for secure transactions and a safe community: identity verification.

As an additional LOB with the Client, Identity Verification was initiated in order to verify users at certain points within their usage of the platform
as part of their compliance.

For instance, the app triggers identity verification when users reach a certain amount threshold within the platform, which acts as a service bank
wherein money circulates within the system. The identity verification is required to avoid spams, maintain integrity within the community, and
ensure that all users are real and duly verified.

THE SOLUTION
TaskUs’s Reliability and Accuracy as Top Performance Drivers

TaskUs was able to provide various services for the client to support their customers. With 200 FTEs located in Taiwan, we were able to provide a
range of services such as:

– Listing and Chat Content Moderation
– Fraud Prevention
– Customer Experience
– Concierge Phone Support
– Identity Verification
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For this case, we will focus on identity verification, which is a huge priority with the client as they strive to elevate the quality of interactions
between users and sellers within the marketplace.

Teammates verify user identity as part of the client’s compliance initiative to prevent elder abuse, fake document submissions, stolen
documents, altered documents, continued activity from users with suspended accounts, potential counterfeit sellers, and multiple accounts.

THE RESULTS
Above-Par Results Across all KPIs

With Identity Verification, TaskUs Teammates were able to adopt and thoroughly adhere to a streamlined process following an already
established one from the Client’s in-house Team. Teammates were quick to imbibe these rigid measures and workflows, resulting in a seamless
transition.

In addition, Teammates were able to do an above-par job in ensuring the accuracy of tickets processed. From initial 7 Teammates, the
workforce increased to 25, and to currently 110 FTEs, with more ramps in the pipeline.

Furthermore, the Client’s CEO himself was able to go on-record to say how much he was impressed with TaskUs, especially with the speed and
agility of our response to the COVID-19 pandemic. He also lauded how we efficiently handled the lockdown, while continuing to support their
business without any hitch through the pandemic.

– For fraud prevention, our volume statistics for the Client are as follows:

○ 15,000 - Average counterfeit items tagged per month
○ 24 hours - Average turnaround time on all items

– In terms of email channel, our figures are as follows:

○ 10-50 - Average Number of Emails per Hour
○ 1-6 minutes - Average Resolution Time
○ 6 hours - Average Response Time
○ 3,944,160 - Total Emails per Month
○ 11%-12% - (QA) Higher than the target set by the client

– For chat support, see below our figures:

○ 18 - Average number of chats per hour
○ 3 - Average number of concurrent chats
○ 37 seconds - Average speed to answer
○ 10:00 - Average resolution time
○ 7,099,488 - Total chats per month
○ 5%-6% - (QA) Higher than the target set by the client

A huge success for this campaign, on top of the stellar performance and figures above, was that the Client approved the work-from-home
setup through our Cirrus platform. Considering their highly stringent processes and high regard for data privacy, security, and integrity, we were
able to gain their trust and prove our worth that their business will continue seamlessly and at the same caliber even while we transfer to our
WFH setup.
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